
BORA S Pure



Integrated drip tray
If anything is spilt during cooking, the integrated drip tray 
safely catches both solids and liquids.

eSwap – easy filter change
In recirculation mode, odours are neutralised by a highly 
efficient activated charcoal filter. To make changing the filter 
easier, it can be accessed from the top through the air inlet 
opening, without removing drawers or plinth panels.

Minimalist design 
Thanks to the flush-integrated cooktop and extractor as well as 
the minimalist design, the BORA S Pure integrates seamlessly 
into any contemporary kitchen. 

Minimum volume 
Always markedly quiet – even at high power levels: thanks to 
the optimum airflow and the use of an extremely quiet fan. 
There are no distractions when cooking and no interruptions 
when entertaining.

Intuitive sControl operating panel
The unique vertical slider makes operating the cooktop easier 
than ever by intuitively swiping your finger up or down or 
directly tapping the controls. All important functions are 
instantly at your fingertips. 

BORA S Pure 
highlights



Ultra-compact design 
The solution to all space issues: with its extremely compact 
dimensions, the BORA S Pure cooktop is the perfect choice for 
even the smallest of kitchens. It even fits in kitchen units with 
a width of just 60 cm. This opens up a whole new range of 
kitchen design options!

Simple cleaning 
All parts that come into contact with cooking vapours can 
be easily removed through the wide and easily accessible air 
inlet opening. They can then be cleaned in the dishwasher, 
where they take up very little space.

Optimum cooktop use
The BORA S Pure has four cooking zones of different sizes, 
suitable for accommodating pots and pans with all conventional 
dimensions. Two of the four induction coils have been specially 
developed for the BORA S Pure. This enables optimum use of 
the entire cooktop surface. Users can easily cook with up to 
four pots and pans of conventional sizes at the same time,  
no matter how large or small.

Maximum storage space
At under 200 mm, the low installation height and integrated 
recirculation unit guarantee maximum storage space for pots, 
pans and other kitchen utensils in the cupboard below. Even in 
60-cm-deep kitchen units, no drawers need to be shortened in 
recirculation mode. A change from the norm.

Automatic extractor control
The extractor power level automatically adjusts itself to the 
cooktop usage. There is no need for constant manual 
adjustment, so users can fully focus on cooking.
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A surprising number  
of options.

With its compact dimensions, the BORA S Pure cooktop fits 
into even the smallest of kitchens, solving all of your space 
dilemmas. The BORA S Pure’s integrated and automatically 
controlled extractor fully draws away vapours and odours  
while cooking. The unique asymmetric arrangement of the 
extractor opening makes it possible to cook on four cooking 
zones of different sizes. With this extraordinary and modern 
appearance, the BORA S Pure further refines any kitchen 
design. The touch slider makes all operating functions easily 
accessible at the touch of a finger – and with its quiet fan,  
the extractor is barely audible even on high power.



Cooktop

PURSA / PURSU 580 x 515 mm
BORA S Pure induction cooktop with integrated cooktop 
extractor – exhaust air / recirculation

Air inlet nozzles

PUEDG
BORA Pure 
air inlet 
nozzle  
greige

PUEDO
BORA Pure 
air inlet  
nozzle  
orange

PUED
BORA Pure 
air inlet 
nozzle  
black

PUEDB
BORA Pure 
air inlet  
nozzle  
blue

PUEDR
BORA Pure 
air inlet  
nozzle  
red

PUEDJ
BORA Pure 
air inlet 
nozzle  
jade green

PUEDL
BORA Pure 
air inlet  
nozzle  
light grey

PUEDS
BORA Pure 
air inlet 
nozzle  
sun yellow



Surface mounting

Flush installation

Installation variants
Flush installation / surface mounting

All product information

Would you like to find out more about BORA products?  
Just visit our website: bora.com/s-pure

https://www.bora.com/de/de/cooktop-extractor-systems/bora-s-pure/


USL515AB 
BORA side frames for cooktop depth 515 mm All Black

USL515 
BORA side frames for cooktop depth 515 mm

Edge protection for 
surface mounted 
models

BKR580  
BORA Cooktop frame for width 580 mm



The coffee function on the BORA S Pure’s two left cooktops 
makes brewing coffee incredibly simple. All you need is an 
induction-compatible espresso pot with a diameter of at least  
7 cm. Once set to your espresso pot’s water capacity, the 
cooktop heats up automatically and switches off after the 
required time. The remaining time on the coffee function can be 
checked by tapping the multi-function display. The result: your 
morning coffee is freshly prepared for you while you get on with 
starting your day.

BORA S Pure  
Coffee function



Practical down to the 
last detail

Fine technical details that make all the difference: our unique 
eSwap system allows you to change the filter from the top 
through the air inlet aperture – without having to remove 
drawers or plinth panels.  



BORA warranty

We trust in our products and strongly believe in their quality! 
That’s why we’re extending the two-year manufacturer’s 
warranty on your BORA system for an extra year. 

For more information, please read the current terms and 
conditions: mybora.com/warranty2plus1

Extend your warranty

Enter the registration code for your BORA appliance 
to extend the warranty by a year free of charge.  
Just visit our website: mybora.com/registration

https://www.mybora.com/warranty2plus1
https://www.mybora.com/registration


Want to discover BORA products and try them out? Prepare to 
be delighted at a BORA event near you – see our products’ 
functionality, premium materials and extraordinary design for 
yourself. Whether at a BORA Cooking Experience or a BORA 
Product Experience with one of our BORA partners or in the 
BORA Cooking Truck, we look forward to seeing you!

Find a BORA event near you: bora.com/events

Experience BORA live

https://www.bora.com/int/en/events-near-you/


bora.com

Find a BORA retail 
partner
Do you have any questions, or would you like to discover our 
systems in person? You can find your nearest BORA retail 
partner here:

bora.com/dealer
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https://www2.bora.com/de-de
https://www.bora.com/de/de/service/find-a-distributor/

